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Board
• “Acting mind and will”
• Ultimate decision-making authority
• Owes fiduciary duties – highest standard of conduct
• Relationship of trust
• Duty is owed to the Corporation
• Must act only in best interests of corporation
• All directors have the same duties
• Governance is a core board role

Who is Responsible for Governance?
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• Ensure to maximum extent possible board is able to discharge fiduciary duties 
and act in best interests of corporation 

• How do you define best interests?
• Depends on the type of corporation 

• Not-for-profit - defined with reference to success and sustainability of the 
organization: success in terms of fulfilling purposes or objects 

• Other corporations traditionally shareholder value
• CBCA sets out a list of factors beyond interests of shareholders, includes 

environment 

What is the Objective of Governance?
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Framework for Governance

Effective Board Performance

Board Quality Board Role
Board 

Structures and 
Processes

• Size
• Composition 

(skills/experience/
qualities)

• Recruitment
• Term and 

Renewal
• Orientation
• Evaluation
• Education

• Governance not 
Management

• Strategic Planning
• Financial Oversight
• Quality
• Risk
• CEO Supervision
• Stakeholder 

Communication

• Committees (roles 
and relationships)

• Leaders (Chair 
and officers)

• Meeting Process
• Board Policies –

relationships and 
culture

Objective:  Mission/Values and Accountabilities

Who What How 



Environmental, Social & Governance
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What is ESG?

• ESG is a catch-all phrase to describe a range of different approaches to 
incorporate environmental considerations, social priorities and governance 
integration into the investment process

• ESG is also called Responsible Investing

• Various ESG criteria are established and these criteria guide investment 
decisions



Environmental, Social & Governance
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Why has ESG developed?

• Shifting sands: Shareholder Capitalism to Stakeholder Capitalism?
• A new purpose of the corporation can include ESG intangibles that 

historically have not been reported
• The concept of “sustainable investment” is intertwined with ESG
• In theory: ESG is a strategic commercial priority to increase shareholder 

value
• In practice: ESG elements can be subjective but ignoring ESG is not an 

option, especially for publicly traded companies
• Costs and benefits of ESG still under debate however



ESG and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
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• CSR is a form of self-regulation by businesses aimed at advancing societal 
goals through charitable or other philanthropic activities and by supporting 
ethically-oriented endeavours 

• CSR principles also contained in formal standards such as ISO 26000 and 
the United Nations public sector organizations “triple bottom line” accounting 
(social, environmental, accounting) 

• CSR benefits:
• Enhanced brand recognition: report on actions taken/results achieved
• It is unclear what impact CSR has on financial outcomes



ESG: Emerging Context & Agents of Change
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• Tumultuous political, social, and economic changes have transformed 
societal norms

• COVID-19 has exacerbated various forms of inequality domestically and 
internationally

• Companies have increasing awareness about high expectations with respect 
to their accountability beyond shareholders given the current context



ESG: Emerging Context & Agents of Change
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• Technological Innovations 
• Artificial Intelligence (AI), robots, virtual reality, machine learning
• Impacts on workforce, need for new training & threats to traditional job security

• Generation Z
• Coming of age over the next decade: more progressive on social issues, global 

sustainability

• Climate Change/Pollution/Scarcity of Natural Resources
• Negative impacts on supply chains, infrastructure, communities

• Shareholder activism



ESG – Securities Regulators  
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o What the securities regulators are saying (for instance, see statement from 
Acting SEC Chair on February 24, 2021 and SEC Risk Alert released on April 
9, 2021)

o How is industry responding 
• Corporate governance standards

• Marketing and disclosure



ESG Realities in Public Markets
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• November 2020 statement from eight leading pension plans 

• Over 3000 investor groups signed onto the Principles for Responsible Investment

• ESG is part of the investment strategy for many investors

• ESG is directly impacting the deployment of capital (equity and debt)
• Green Bonds, Blue Bonds, Sustainability Bonds, Sustainability Linked Loans, 

“Greeniums”
• Massive oversubscriptions in European bond market

• In 2020, ESG investing strategies exceeded $1 trillion

• For example, the emergence of ESG funds



Where Were 
The 
Directors? 
Guidelines 
for Improved 
Corporate 
Governance 
in Canada

1994 
Publication 

1
360º 
Governance

Where Are 
The Directors 
In A World In 
Crisis?

2021 
Publication 
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Corporate governance standards
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For more information, contact:

The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to constitute legal advice, a complete statement of the law, or an opinion on any subject. No 
one should act upon it or refrain from acting without a thorough examination of the law after the facts of a specific situation are considered. You are urged to consult 
your legal adviser in cases of specific questions or concerns. BLG does not warrant or guarantee the accuracy, currency or completeness of this presentation. No part of 
this presentation may be reproduced without prior written permission of Borden Ladner Gervais LLP. BLG’s privacy policy for publications may be found 
at www.BLG.com/en/privacy.
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